Your experience
Wherever you are
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Technological innovation is synonymous with freedom
Be in control of your environment
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A seamless luxury media system

Designed exclusively for the world’s
most discerning property and yacht
owners, OMNIYON provides a sleek,
simple and sophisticated media and
comfort control experience.
Seamlessly connected, wherever
you are.
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Everything in one place

From browsing your favourite
movies in your home cinema to
adjusting the sky lounge to your
ideal temperature, OMNIYON has
everything in one place. One single,
intuitive interface, personalised to
your every need.
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Mirror GUI
Involve everyone with the Mirror GUI
function. Mirror your tablet to the TV screen
and search, watch and listen with multiple
people.
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The fastest solution

The system which stays
responsive. At any scale.
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The smartest solution

The system that syncs
your content automatically.
Wherever you are.
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The future-proof solution

The system that is ready for
tomorrow’s technology. Whatever
the evolution.
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Mobile Viewing
Forget restrictions. Catch up with the news,
watch the latest blockbuster or relax to
music using your tablet.
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OMNIYON
Lightyears Ahead.
OMNIYON is a captivating fusion of media and comfort control
for a naturally intuitive experience. A complete entertainment
system focused on smooth user interaction and dedicated to
maximum enjoyment.

INTUITIVE
Smart search, filter and select
features with unprecedented
speed and smoothness
Comfort controls, movies, music
and TV in one single graphical
user interface (GUI) customized
to your preference
Built-in location awareness for
simple environment control

COMPLETE
Media library synchronization
between properties
Mobile accessibility for easy
access
Able to process all of your
favourite media
Your customized GUI wherever
you go: feel at home everywhere

Streamlined control flow system
based on what you need: locate
all your favourite media instantly

SECURE
Highly discrete data sharing. Your
media information only available
in secure areas, specified by you
Able to be securely managed by
authorized personnel
Future-proof - extend across
multiple locations, increase your
media libraries and add features
without limitation
We are not watching you privacy is integral to OMNIYON.
We do not store or track your
personal data
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LiveQ Mosaic
Create your custom list of favourite TV
channels. Presented in mosaic form on your
tablet, OMNIYON provides the easiest access
to what you like best.
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Packed with Smart Features
OMNIYON leaves obsolete technology in the past. Created
by a talented team of engineers, software developers and
designers, the complete system is fuelled by a dedication to
a simple, efficient user experience with multi-property content
synchronization. Years of experience have culminated in an
attractive media and control system packed with a number of
unique features that fits your personal needs perfectly.

Audio and Video on Demand

OMNIYON Control

Watch movies, TV series and listen to music
in a connected room. Everything you need,
any time you need it.

The OMNIYON Control app can control all media,
room devices, room controls and steward call
from one simple Android or iPad app.

&
Search and Filter

Mobile Viewing

OMNIYON’s advanced search and filter
system makes finding your favourite media
fast and simple. Everything you want,
immediately at your fingertips.

Forget restrictions. Catch up with the news,
watch the latest blockbuster or relax to
music using your tablet.
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Swipe Up

Kartina

This easy feature enables you to swipe your
media from your tablet to your TV screen
with the flick of a finger.

With the ability to provide Kartina, OMNIYON
eliminates the need for separate Kartina
hardware - saving essential hardware space.

Roaming

Mirror GUI

Feel free to roam whilst remaining
seamlessly connected to your chosen media.
Your tablet will automatically control the AV
system where you are located.

Involve everyone with the Mirror GUI
function. Mirror your tablet to the TV screen
and search, watch and listen with multiple
people.

TV Guide

EN RU
Multilingual

TV Guide Control

Your library in your language. All OMNIYON movie
and TV Show information, as well as all controls,
are available in multiple languages - including
Russian, Spanish, English and others.

A comprehensive single TV Guide Control allowing you
to see what’s on and select it without the need to switch
between devices. All mainstream channels received are
all shown combined in the guide.

LiveQ Mosaic

Media Manager

Create your custom list of favourite TV
channels. Presented in mosaic form on your
tablet, OMNIYON provides the easiest access
to what you like best.

A diverse management system specifically
designed to handle extensive media collections.
All media content and related information can be
easily managed, approved and controlled from one
central system.
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Inside OMNIYON
OMNIYON has been developed with discerning property owners in mind.
The selection of components and system design provides a minimal
hardware footprint for any scale. From a 100-metre superyacht in the
Mediterranean to a Manhattan penthouse, you can be confident that as
you grow, your system grows with you - giving you the freedom to enjoy
your content in Ultra HD quality at any scale.
Each OMNIYON client receives a bespoke experience, with the majority of
adjustments easily accommodated for.

Reception
TV Channels
& Internet

Local Players for Screens
4K UltraHD

Local Media Storage
with Unlimited Scalability
Mobile Content Playback
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“As a software developer, I love to push
the boundaries and create new products
that have never been realised before.
The OMNIYON system is definitely one of
them - I like to describe it as the Formula 1
entertainment system. We’ve worked hard
to think out of the box when it comes to
quality, performance and ease of use. Our
unique filtering feature is a good example
of that focus. It makes things like finding
movies as easy as possible - even if your
library contains 20,000 titles!
We also delved deep into what users of
OMNIYON need. Freedom, we recognised,
is key. Our clients want the same level of
access and control on their yacht, plane
and any one of their residences around the
world. That’s why OMNIYON is controlled
on one easy app. Smartphones and tablets
are a part of our everyday lives, so we
also introduced mobile-watching. Why
be restricted to one spot? Teamed with
the ability to easily link up to a TV screen
from your mobile device, sharing your
experience with friends and family has
never been easier.
Under the hood, we have developed so
many exciting features that are invisible to
the user: location awareness, highly secure
privacy protection, central management of
features and functions… These are all small
things that add up to make a big difference
to your experience. And that’s what it’s all
about.”

Michal Bystricky, PhD
Software Development Specialist

Our Vision
Our vision is to bring content and controls together in one sophisticated
system. There is simply no other AV/IT product out there that blends
together entertainment and comfort control in one single system, under
one name, under one roof. At our core, we are a team of innovators,
dedicated to pushing the boundaries and delivering exceptional
products.

“We are extremely proud of the OMNIYON
system. Working in the industry for many years,
we have seen so many products and systems
that only frustrate the user. Sometimes there
was too little functionality, sometimes too
much. Some systems were incredibly difficult
to get to grips with, others were far too slow to
be enjoyable.

“We established YachtCloud with one
ambition in mind: to revolutionise the world
of entertainment systems and embrace a
technologically advanced reality. It took a
certain amount of courage and a whole lot of
hard work to shake up the traditional ways of
doing things when it comes to entertainment
systems at this level… but just like Uber is
transforming the world of transport and
Airbnb the world of accommodation, we are
taking bold new steps in AV/IT development.

A few things were clear: a good entertainment
and control system needs to be centred
around the user. On his or her needs, on their
schedule, their preferences, their busy lives. At
YachtCloud we do just that. We have created
a new system that reinvents user interaction in
the most enjoyable and efficient way possible.
It’s a system that fits our client: a discerning
property owner that demands perfection.”

Finally. A worthy entertainment system driven
by simplicity for the most demanding of clients
- exactly how it should be today.”

Arjan Kleinveld

Andre Klepper

Co-Owner and Managing Partner

Founder and Managing Director
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Search and Filter
OMNIYON’s advanced search and filter
system makes finding your favourite media
fast and simple. Everything you want,
immediately at your fingertips.
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Support
Your chosen integrator company will have all
the tools and backup they need to ensure
your system stays healthy and performing to
the maximum. Your staff and crew will also

Implementation

be equipped with full insight into the system,
making sure that your needs can always be

OMNIYON has been designed from the

addressed in a 7 Star manner.

ground up with efficiency and straightforward
implementation in mind. Our server software
can often be readily implemented on already

•

Comprehensive training for crew and staff

•

Dynamic instruction video for guests
to learn how to benefit from their AV/IT

existing infrastructure with your preferred

experience

integrator company without the need for

•

additional server hardware.

Streamlined communication system keeps
track of any potential issues

•

The unique ability to scale your OMNIYON

Direct support from the YachtCloud team
of experts

experience up or down eliminates

•

restrictions to your enjoyment. From a new

Access to some of the best AV/IT yachting
specialists in the business

build superyacht project to a sprawling
family estate, OMNIYON is implemented

At OMNIYON we’re not only dedicated to

with minimum space, power and cable

creating products for the future, but to making

requirements, and easily interfaces with

sure those products are experienced today.

existing AV hardware and 3rd party systems.

With our dedicated support, you can be
assured that your seamless AV experience
stays seamless. Today, tomorrow - wherever
you are.
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About Us
Established in 2014, the YachtCloud headquarters inspire innovation. Located
in Rotterdam, a city renowned for its bold architecture, our offices are found
in the heart of the Van Nelle Fabriek. This 1930s former tobacco factory was
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2014 and is home to a number of
innovative design and technology companies. Come visit us to learn more
about how we are changing the audiovisual landscape.
Van Nelleweg 1
3044 BC
Rotterdam | The Netherlands
Learn more about OMNIYON at www.Omniyon.com.
Get in touch.
+31 (0)10 820 0252
info@yachtcloud.eu
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Clients

Superyacht projects

Residences

Employees

Development hours
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Your experience
Wherever you are
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OMNIYON.COM
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OMNIYON.COM
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